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Wokingham Town Centre Regeneration  

Peach Place:  

Feedback from the Peach Place Materials and Shop 

Front workshop held on 27 January 2016  

1. Window Reveals: Type and Depth  

Attendees were asked to consider the following points relating to window reveals.  

• What do you think about framing some windows and projecting them out from the 

brickwork to introduce variety  

• Do you think the use of brick detailing and deeper reveals is appropriate for the proposals?   

 

Depth of reveals and use of detailing / relief  

• Deep reveals are good but could also include more interest with colour or materials 

• Like the lighter reveals/surrounds 

• Narrow reveals more preferable - pigeon problem! 

• Pigeons! 

• White surround (Stone) 

• Deepest possible reveal with pigeon  mitigating qualities 

• Brick detailing a must - as much as possible. 

• Triple gable windows, elevation needs ‘softening’/more interest white reveals? + deep. 

• Peach Street – rendered – too plain, deep reveals, dark windows, projecting sills 

• Plaza – deep reveals  

• Wokingham is a collection of varying styles/architectures and approaches.  Need to 

reflect this with some element of control.  

• Depth of façade, deep reveals, projecting sills, overhanging roofs.   

• Triple gable, large – need to break up/add detail, subtle contrast of brick patterning, 

white reveals, overhang of roof. 

• We like depth (1 X brick depth) 

• We like the cream surround - everywhere (top left illustration) 

• Red brick of top right illustration (match Town Hall) 

• Soldier courses over windows. 

• Concern about creating areas for the pigeons to sit - deeper reveals look good but 

problematic.  
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• Deep reveals (pale stone) on brick (dark on white render)  

 

Framing of windows (including comments on design approach)  

• Use wider frames to give obvious detail to shop fronts and windows e.g. Fat Face photo. 

• Window design very important – Georgian or modern 

• Not like Clarks Corner!  

• Character of Wokingham, mixture/variety retain this approach with windows. 

• Wokingham is a collection of varying styles/architectures and approaches.  Need to 

reflect this with some element of control.  

• Georgian style windows preferred 

• We would like more Georgian style windows  - reflects character of Wokingham  - but 

prefer consistency versus too much variety.  

• Window frames dark with cream surround everywhere.  

 

Key points  

At the end of the workshop there was a discussion around what attendees saw as the key 

points to be considered window types and depth. These were identified as   

• The use of reveals for windows/shop fronts was liked as a way of creating interest 

with mixed feedback on depth with some groups preferring deeper reveals and 

others shallower 

• The introduction of colour or different materials within the reveals was favoured by 

several groups as a way of adding interest  

• Concerns were raised over whether the use of reveals would encourage pigeons to 

nest in the square, but it was hoped this could be mitigated by the use of ‘anti-

pigeon’ design features.  
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2. Brick Decoration  

Attendees were asked to consider the following points relating to brick decoration.  

• The brick detailing proposed for the triple gable store fronting Peach Street is 

derived from the Town Hall – do you like this approach?  

• Where else in the proposal do you see there being opportunities for brick 

decoration?  

• Are there existing examples of brick decoration in Wokingham which you think could 

be referenced/included within the scheme?  

 

Palette of brick and render  

• Costa building - brick preferred instead of white render and then the pale bland render 

of the block next to it is less over whelming (it looks distracting in its blandness) 

• Personally concerned big boxy white expanse is more distracting than plain background 

to Town Hall, especially because it stands forward. light brings it forward so put on more 

recessed buildings instead!  

• like Carla white, next red brick, maybe 3
rd

 along rendered.  

• Need a variety of brick colours – not just one 

• Could you have different sections of buildings instead to ‘break up buildings’ 

• Be good to introduce some render to the square – I not brick!! 

• Within the square - concern around the extent of brickwork – too bland - Opportunity to 

introduce render? 

• Brick colour to match Town Hall + Town – red  

• Peach St rendered.   

• Plaza - Reduce mass of brick - Render/show corner block detail 

• Gabled building - white (match Redan or Haka), black brick for recessed or outy bricks 

 

Detailing  

• Flemish > normal stretcher bond. 

• Use a different pattern for interest 

• People don’t look up so will detail on upper levels be seen or noticed 

• Concern about the expanse of brick on the gables (Peach Street) 

• Introduction of horizontal elements/colour – would this bring down the 

scale/massing? 

• Opportunities for more interest on the render – murals etc 

• Roof tiles - pattern + colour. 

• Town Hall, black soldier bricks above windows 
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• Acorn/oak tree symbolic 

• Examples elsewhere in Wokingham – Fairview Road/horizontal banding colour, 

Langborough Road/grey brick colouring, 

• Coping ridge tile on roof.   

• Like derived from Town Hall  

• Example A preferred! as signature building. B & C for Gables only (if expensive to top 

windows) 

• Everywhere is an opportunity for brick detail - it’s essential! 

• Town Hall   Former ‘Fame’ shop, Bush Walk. 

• Roof Garden 

• Flemish bond preferred 

• Diamonds on gabled buildings – sides + edges - We like 

• Think gables are far too steep - looks like a factory - makes the front very bland even 

w/decoration.   

• Don’t like plaza view of gables – very factory like - needs decoration there too. 

• Plinth preferred 

• Coloured bricks like deco on Town Hall lovely  - pretty  - break up gabled building 

nicely we’d prefer to recessed single colour bricks only 

• Possibly white line through gabled edge @ 1/3 up prefer render 1/3 @lower e.g. 

Oxfam 

• Decoration in Plaza please, especially on corners. 

• Deep strong course + cornice pick out in different colour.  Soften render – off 

white?/cream , use brickwork to ground building at pavement level. (Peach Street)  

• Triple Gable - Oversail roof to give depth feature brickwork subtle colour contrast.   

• East end- run pitch down/expose gutter? 

 

Some attendees submitted images of real examples of brick detailing that they liked. 
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Terrace of town houses. 11-15 Fairview Road 

 

6 Langborough Road 
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Example of Sgraffito (Cesky Krumlov, Czech Republic) 

 

As part of the workshop exercise, attendees were encouraged to come up with their own 

brick detailing design for the three gables on Peach Street. Below are two of the designs 

submitted with the feedback. 
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Key points  

At the end of the workshop there was a discussion around what attendees saw as the key 

points to be considered for brickwork decoration. These were identified as   

• There was a preference for a variety of brickwork (colour and style) to be used to 

avoid too much ‘sameness’ within the red brick areas and reflect other buildings in 

town centre 

• There was a desire to see more detailing introduced to soften design and create 

interest and variety for the buildings. Common suggestions being for the 

introduction of patterned brickwork (e.g. reflecting the town hall), the use of 

different materials for recesses and/or cornices.  

• Decorative brickwork was welcomed as a way to soften and reduce the impact of the 

gabled buildings (front and rear) by introducing some interest, with a suggestion 

from some groups that render could also be used to support this approach. 
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3. Shopfront Design and Signage   

Attendees were asked to consider the following points relating to shopfront design and 

signage.  

• Do you think the proposed shopfronts respond to the design of the proposed 

development and the surrounding area?  

• How do you think shopfronts should be signed?  

• What do you think about the projecting signage proposed?  

• Would you like to see a variety of signage or a consistent approach?  

• Should the shopfronts have awnings? If so, all of them or only some?  

Approach to design / variety  

• Too much uniformity, need to add character,  

• very similar to Bracknell.  

• edge shop fronts in different brick colours to give differentiation. 

• How do you integrate Bushwalk Wood with modern, also need to open up the dead 

brick wall with window (maison rustique) 

• Concerns about finding your way to the door, particularly for visually impaired 

• Need for glazing to be obvious 

• Proposed shopfronts respond to the design: yes 

• should we have greater detail in shopfronts 

• Use different coloured reveals/surrounds to shopfronts 

• More traditional approach – in line with design guide 

  

Approach to Signage  

• Need more variety in signage to samey,  

• Projecting signs but different shapes and sizes + colour, 

• A-boards only used as signs on the ground to attract interest  

• Long narrow signage does not work for all company logo’s 

• Company colours and branding key to attract 

• Introduce a palette of colours people can pick from 

• Can metal frames vary  

• Could you put signage on the reveals 

• Set of rules + an approval process around signage. 

• NO NEON!! 

• Bus stop signage – helpful to help you see where you need to go (plus may help control 

signage requirements/expectations)  
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• Bus stop signage – opportunity to be more interesting/feature – but not too ornate to 

help visually impaired/contrast 

• Like the signage within the glazing/elevation 

• Pavement lighting (security) 

• Agree with bus stop signs!  

• Uniform sizes of signage. 

• Shopfronts should be signed: - bus stop +within window area only,  

• “The Plaza” style signage for PLACE not SHOP 

• Would you like to see variety of signage or a consistent approach: variety yes, but 

appropriate for town – not lurid! Wokingham Society do not like gasp!’s signage.  

• Concerns over management policing rules properly E.g. 50% off banners, whirly 

marketing stands outside unpopular to let signs - not allowed ever please. 

• We like bus stop signage 

• Decorative arch w/Plaza name between gabled and left corner (like Bush Walk and 

Carnaby Street) 

• Maintain variety – but set some rules - especially bus stop signage as simpler 

 

Detailing and Management  

• Should shopfronts have awnings: not generally (discreet + in keeping, food only maybe) 

• Colourful awnings to add colour 

• Awnings hide the signage of neighbouring units- raise it above awnings? 

• Lights in the recess to highlight. 

• Shutters  - concern around strength of glass/shatterproof  

• Are shutters necessary? 

• Gates of Bush Walk – can’t be left open at night  

• Issue of graffiti  

• NB: General public art? 

• Concealed louvers 

• Recessed down lighting (with reveals) 

• Detailed ‘stallrisers’ – decorative 

• Awnings in square only (or not at all!)   

• Permanent! Glass (uv shading) universal  

• Grills – only internal + see through like Rose Street either boots or jewellers 

• Internal security shutters only (see through) 

• Awnings  

• Want some control over shutters 

• Awnings – I am concerned. 
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Key points  

At the end of the workshop there was a discussion around what attendees saw as the key 

points to be considered for shopfront design and signage. These were identified as   

• From a retail perspective there is a need to make sure individual retailers are able to 

stand out from each other within the square and be easily identifiable  

• Differentiation between shop fronts received mixed feedback with some groups 

preferring all to be identical and others a more organic mixed approach.  

• There was a desire to bring colour into the square, whether through the use of 

signage, awnings or detailing of shop fronts 

• Lighting was considered important both for identifying units and security 

• Bus stop signage was favoured as an approach by the majority, with some groups 

favouring an identical design for all and others preferring an individual approach 

• The use of awnings received mixed feedback with some groups favouring their use 

and other concerned about   

• Some form of guidelines or controls should be given to tenants to ensure any 

proposals work within an overall approach 

 

 

 

 

 


